Teachers/ Adults Side (1)

Kinship Story, English Lesson

The Learner will read a story, discover new words and understand
rhyme pattern and how to use it.
Estimated time = 1 hour

Curriculum Extract:
Reading
• Develop positive attitudes to reading and understanding of what they
read by
• listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference books or textbooks
• reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a
range of purposes
• using dictionaries to check the meaning of words that they have read.
Writing
develop positive attitudes towards and stamina for writing by:
• writing narratives about personal experiences and those of others (real
and fictional)
• writing about real events
• writing poetry
• writing for different purposes
• consider what they are going to write before beginning by:
• planning or saying out loud what they are going to write about
• writing down ideas and/or key words, including new vocabulary
• encapsulating what they want to say, sentence by sentence

Kinship Story
Pushing the pram over cobbled flags
with Kath inside, and Ruth by hand,
From the handles swung Max and Sam,
from two streets over, sons of Pam.

Its pay day now and moneys owed,
to three streets over, or four were told.
See it's not for us, it's for them and some,
there's a debt to settle, a deal to get done.

The hill rolls down all the way to the docks,
like it was built for speed, or made for clocks.
The pram goes rolling, it's full speed ahead,
to collect the money for veg and bread.

The siren sounds, it's the workday end,
and you spot your lad from the crowd of men.
He elbows and scoffs amongst his mates,
you see that same grin come across his face,
for the weekend bitter, a bet on a race,
Then his look is wiped, without a trace.

He's spotted you and your motherless mob,
Father, provider, that's his job.

Like a racehorse turning at the bend,
you snatch his wages, to meet the ends.
The parade of buggies goes back up the hill,
worn pram tyres and kids, forced back up by mother's will.
To the washhouses where deals are done,
dresses exchanged and arguments won.
See this is how to beat a stain, and how to raise a man,
This is the what to put in first, when making a scouse pan.

